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Comments: Holland Lake and surrounding environs DO NOT need to be 'developed' nor 'improved'!!!  It's already

been developed AS IS when it came into being many centuries ago and is a very improved piece of land already!

We Montanans DO NOT WANT mega corporations coming in and ruining the beauty of what is already a

beautiful and has been kept low-key for generations of residents until now.  I do wish outsiders who look at the

beauty of our land and mountains here would not view it w/ ONLY dollar signs in their eyes and hearts.  We and

our state ARE NOT for sale to become rich peoples' playground.  We don't WANT huge resorts, commercial

development OR amusement parks just so mega corporations can become wealthier and more calloused to

those of us you're pushing aside!  Also, think of the habitat being lost to the wildlife which has been extant in their

natural habitat.  That habitat is shrinking rapidly with the influx of so many anxious, greedy humans who are so

afraid they won't get in on MONTANA, THE LAST BEST PLACE, thanks to that horrible book which made

everyone panic about losing out on some new thrill.  Shut down ANY development which will ruin the easy-going

atmosphere of our beautiful Upper Swan Valley and Holland Lake.  It's good enough as it is and ANY

development w/ a huge resort going in will only change it irrevocably to cater to the very wealthy, thus privatizing

that area and it becoming a snooty rich persons' resort and exclusive place, shutting out local citizenry who have

enjoyed its pristine beauty for centuries!   Please stop this relentless land grabbing of Montana and taking it from

us who were born and raised here.  This was home for our ancestors generations back; we'd like it to stay the

way we've known it to be all of that time!


